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Introduction
The spark plasma sintering process is a breakthrough technology based on the simultaneous application of high pressure and high temperature. This process is close to hot pressing (HP) except that the heat is generated, both in the tools and sample if electrically conducting, by a pulsed current applied through the entire column. [1] This process yields high temperatures and pressures, respectively, up to 2 000 C and 150 MPa (with graphite tools) and a rapid heating rate (up to 1 000 C min À1 ). This technology can produce a wide range of highly dense materials from polymers, metals, and alloys including refractory materials and is a promising technique to obtain better-controlled and homogeneous microstructures. [2] Despite all these advantages, it is difficult to predict and control the temperature and densification field during the experiment. To avoid long and expensive trialand-error experiments, finite element modeling (FEM) can be a very powerful tool.
Two main phenomena are usually modeled: Joule heating and sintering. Concerning the electro-thermal part (heating), many authors consider the pure resistive model to be a good approximation of the heating phenomena. [3] [4] [5] [6] They point out the concentration of heat in the punches and the important effect of electric and thermal contacts [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] on the temperature field. On the other hand, the powder compaction phenomenon is often modeled using the visco-plastic approach through Olevsky, [13, 14] Abouaf, [15] or Camclay [16] models. This approach requires the identification of creep laws on both the dense and the porous material. In a classical approach, the identification of the creep parameters is particularly long and difficult and needs compression experiments at different temperatures and pressures with dense and porous material samples. Instrumented hot isostatic pressing (HIP) tests also have to be performed, [17, 18] they generally need very long heating times (i.e., several hours) compared to our target SPS process (a few minutes). The impact of the heating time on the microstructure can be potentially high and cause discrepancies in the model. Consequently, an increasingly number of authors use inverse analysis to determine the powder compaction parameters directly on the SPS tests. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Other authors substitute HIP tests by another type of mechanical test such as the determination of the radial strain rate in a cylindrical porous creep test, [21] or a die compaction test. [22, 23] In the present work, a methodology is proposed to determine the powder compaction parameters for the Norton-Green model [24] also called the Abouaf model. The method developed includes creep and SPS die compaction tests similar to that reported by Geindreau et al. [23] The method is applied to SPS machine using different configurations. These creep and die compaction configurations and operational conditions were improved in order to obtain a good stability of the temperature and accurate results.
The main contribution of this work is then to adapt the classical methodology [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] to the SPS conditions (high heating rate and pressure) in the aim of being very close to the target application of the model. The proposed methodology is then perfectly suited to determine densification properties for potential applications using fine microstructures or for a preserved specific phase or microstructures.
The identification process is divided into two steps: i) creep experiments are performed by direct/indirect heating of cylindrical samples of dense material at different temperatures (current assisted or current insulated). ii) the determination of the compaction law is performed using the results obtained from creep tests with cylindrical samples of porous material and SPS die compaction tests.
In this paper, the densification of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy also call TA6V is investigated. This alloy is widely used in aerospace applications, [25, 26] due to its low density and its good mechanical properties at high temperature (up to 400 C). [27] [28] [29] Moreover, this alloy is also used for medical applications due to its bio-compatibility. [2, 30] 
Experimental Section
All the experiments were performed on the SPS machine (Dr. Sinter 2080, SPS Syntex Inc, Japan) of the "Plateforme Nationale CNRS de Frittage Flash" located at the Universit e Toulouse III-Paul Sabatier. For this study, the densification behavior of a Ti-6Al-4V alloy was investigated with dense samples produced by die forging (for more details see a previous study [31, 32] ), and a prealloyed powder kindly provided by Aubert and Duval. This powder is made of spherical granules ranging in size from 40 to 400 mm. An SEM image and the composition of the powder are given in Figure 1 and Table 1 , respectively. In the following, when we refer to the cast material we will speak about dense Ti-6Al-4V, otherwise we are referring to the powder material.
For the identification of the densification model different experimental configurations reported in Figure 2 were used. The determination of creep behavior on dense samples was performed using the configurations reported in Figure 2a and b. The determination of the powder compaction behavior requires two types of experiment: i) creep experiments on porous samples as reported in Figure 2c and powder SPS die compaction experiments using the configuration reported in Figure 2d .
The creep experiments were performed on dense Ti-6Al-4V cylinders 8 mm in diameter and 10 mm in height. Two different configurations, reported in Figure 2a and b, were used to carry out these experiments:
Configuration 1, direct heating creep tests (Figure 2a ): the current is allowed to pass through the sample.
Configuration 2, indirect heating creep tests ( Figure 2b ): the current passes only through the die that is added to heat the sample. For this configuration the sample is electrically insulated by a boron nitride spray deposited on the upper and lower punch faces in contact with the sample. For the porous creep experiments, a similar configuration was used ( Figure 2c ) except the sample was a porous cylinder obtained by interrupted SPS compaction. The last configuration ( Figure 2d ) is SPS die compaction performed on the powder inserted into an 8 mm inner diameter graphite die.
The creep tests (Figure 2a -c) were performed at different holding temperatures between 750 and 900 C at a heating rate of 100 K min À1 . Except for the contact due to the thermal expansion of the cylinder, only a minimum load was applied during the heating ramp. Then only a few MPa are applied before the isothermal stage. Once the temperature setpoint is reached and the thermal expansion is stabilized, different levels of pressure were applied and the dwell time for each was maintained until stabilization of the strain rate. The SPS die compaction experiment ( Figure 2d ) was performed at a given temperature (T ¼ 820 C) with different levels of applied pressure until complete densification of the powder. The Figure 2d , the temperature is obtained by a K-type thermocouple placed directly in the powder bed. Another experiment was performed to ensure that the thermocouple does not disturb the measurement of the shrinkage curve. To check the model (creep and densification), two experiments (configuration displayed in Figure 2d ) were performed up to stabilization of the relative density at a constant applied pressure of 25 MPa and with two temperature ramps: i) 50 and ii) 100 K min À1 . These compaction tests were repeated twice to determine the temperature of the sample (by another thermocouple placed in the powder bed) and the displacement of the graphite thermal expansion in the anisothermal part.
Theory and Calculation

Compressive Dense Creep Formulation
The Norton-Green model is based on a creep power law formula defined for visco-plastic materials.
where _ e eq is the equivalent strain rate (s À1 ), s eq the equivalent stress (Pa) and A a temperature dependent parameter (s À1 Pa Àn ):
with, A 0 the pre-exponential factor (s À1 Pa Àn ), R the universal gas constant (J mol À1 K À1 ), Q the creep activation energy (J mol À1 ) and T the absolute temperature. The A and n Norton parameters are identified using compressive creep tests (Figure 2a and b) with the following linear regression equation:
The experimental strain rate can be calculated with the true strain expression:
with, h 0 and h, respectively, the initial and at the given time heights of the cylindrical sample.
The experimental stress can be calculated with the measured force and the sample section S. The section can be determined each time increment by the height h and the initial section S 0 of the sample assuming conservation of the cylindrical shape.
Norton-Green Model Description
The strain rate tensor of the Norton-Green model for porous solids is as follows [17] :
with, s the deviatoric stress tensor, I 1 the stress tensor first invariant (the trace of the stress tensor), i the identity tensor, c and f functions of the relative density r. [24] The equivalent stress is defined by the following equation:
with, J 2 the deviatoric stress tensor second invariant. Developing the expression of the deviatoric stress tensor s in (6) gives the stress tensor expression as follows:
This expression is close to the expression used in the Olevsky model in a pure visco-plastic approach [13] :
The equivalent strain rate is defined by the following equation:
To link the variation of the relative density r and the local volume change, mass conservation is defined as follows: 
Compressive Porous Creep Formulation
The macroscopic stress tensor in compressive creep with a porous sample (Figure 2c ) can be reduced to:
with, z the revolution axis of the cylindrical sample. The expression of the equivalent stress (7) can be reduced to:
Combining (12), (11) , and (6) we obtain the first c and f identification expression for the porous creep tests (Figure 2c) :
SPS Powder Die Compaction
The SPS case can be assimilated to uniaxial compaction, along the z-axis, of the powder in the die. Then the macroscopic strain rate tensor can be reduced to:
The equivalent strain rate (9) is then given by the relation:
Combining (15), (14) , and (8) we obtain the second c and f identification expression for the SPS die compaction tests (Figure 2d ):
c and f Identification Equations
The c and f functions can then be determined by the resolution of the following system of two equations (17) . c þ f was obtained from porous creep tests (with configuration Figure 2c ) and 4/c þ 1/f from SPS die compaction tests (with configuration Figure 2d) :
To summarize, five parameters have to be determined in order to model powder compaction. The parameters A 0 , Q, and n for the power law creep were determined from creep tests on dense samples, and the c and f functions were determined from both creep and SPS die compaction tests on porous samples. 
Results and Discussion
Power Law Creep Identification in Direct Heating Configuration
The experimental curves of strain rate for increasing applied load obtained at 750 C are reported in Figure 3a . An external camera is added for this experiment to verify the accuracy of the displacement curves provided by the SPS machine and to control that the eventual disturbance of the thermal expansion due to thermal non-equilibrium remains sufficiently low. The strain rate curves (camera vs. SPS) reported in Figure 3a in isothermal regime are very close. The SPS data are then acceptable meaning the thermal equilibrium is quickly reached or the temperature is sufficiently stable to allow displacement measurements. The experimental data points of the strain rate as a function of the stress rate obtained for temperatures of 750, 800, 850, and 900 C are reported in a log-log graph (Figure 3b ).
Considering Equation 3 for each temperature, the experimental points should naturally align on a straight line giving a slope that allows the n exponent to be determined. Regarding Figure 3 , there is a high level of scattering in all of these curves, giving n values between 1 and 3 with an average value of 2.3. According to the Norton-Green model (Eq. 3), the experimental curves are expected to be roughly linear and positioned from the right (high pressure) for the low temperatures to the left (low pressure) for the high temperatures. These results show an inappropriate positioning of the curves, for instance the curve at 800 C is expected to be on the left of the curves obtained at 750 C. Moreover, the repeatability in the curves positioning at a single temperature of 750 C is not satisfactory. This problem of positioning can be explained by the pictures of the sample, reported in Figure 3c , taken during a creep experiment at the beginning and the end of the isothermal dwell time. A strong thermal gradient was observed between the center of the cylindrical sample (hot) and the edge in contact with the punches (cool). This thermal gradient implies a higher deformation of the sample at his center and creates a non-cylindrical deformed sample at the end of the dwell. This phenomenon of thermal gradient can be explained by the output heat flux on the sample/punch interface that is strongly influenced by the thermal contact resistance (TCR) of this interface. The less the pressure is, more is this TCR. Consequently, for a lower pressure, the TCR is higher and the output heat flux at the interface is lower, the overall temperature of the sample is then higher. In practical terms, this could explain why one of the curves at 750 C was positioned on the left (higher overall temperature) for lower pressure as compared to the others.
Based on our previous work [11] on the Joule heating simulation of the spark plasma sintering, the maximum magnitude of the thermal gradient of the sample in direct configuration can be investigated numerically. The temperature dependent parameters of the SPS column elements are taken from ref. [11] except for the properties of Ti-6Al-4V which are reported in Table 2 . At the specimen/punch contact, the thermal effect of the papyex on the specimen thermal gradient is a key parameter. As previously explained, the thermal contact resistance decreases the heat flow across the interface and then decreases the specimen thermal gradient. In order to evaluate the maximum magnitude of the specimen thermal gradient, the papyex effect is modeled by an interface condition that takes into account the 4 W (m K) À1 thermal conductivity of the 0.2 mm papyex. The graphite/papyex and papyex/Ti-6Al-4V TCR, which decrease with the pressure and temperature, are thus taken equal zero. Considering a perfect TCR is then close to the case of high pressure and temperature and provides us a reasonable estimation of the specimen maximum temperature difference in that type of configuration. In accordance with the experimental picture (Figure 3c ), the simulation picture reported in Figure 3d at the beginning of the dwell show a maximum temperature at the middle height of the specimen and an important decrease of the temperature in the area closed to the punch. The temperature difference is about 200 K. A simulation similar to the one presented in Figure 3d was also performed for a 5 mm height specimen and in that case the temperature difference is reduced to about 100 K. The temperature gradient is then significantly reduced for a smaller specimen height, but remains too high considering our tests. Moreover, considering the 1.8 mm of the thermocouple diameter, this configuration is too small to perform multi-step pressure creep tests that need more important shrinkage distances compare to the classical approaches.
The lack of control of the output heat flux prevents any identification of the creep parameters using this configuration. To solve this problem, in the next creep tests, an indirect heating configuration was developed where the heat is not generated in the sample but transferred from external elements in contact.
Power Law Creep Identification in Indirect Heating Configuration
With the indirect heating configuration (Figure 2b) , according to the picture taken at the beginning of the isothermal stage (Figure 4a ), the temperature distribution in the sample appears to be more homogeneous. The experimental data points (Figure 4b ) confirm this tendency because of the correct relative position of each curve with respect to the experimental temperature and the regular gap between them. Pictures of the samples after the creep tests are reported in Figure 5 . The deformed sample shape is closer to a cylinder with indirect heating than with a direct heating configuration ( Figure 3 ). The barrel effect is minimized. Linear regression can then be performed and gives: A 0 ¼ 30.6 s À1 Pa Àn ; Q ¼ 416 kJ mol À1 and n ¼ 2.
The value of n thus obtained is finally close to that determined using direct heating and is in good agreement with the tendency of the values reported in the literature [29] [30] [31] [32] that decrease with temperature ( Figure 4c ).
Identification of c and f
As the creep power law of the dense sample is now determined, the c and f functions can be identified. The system of Equations 17 was solved using creep tests performed on porous samples and SPS die compaction tests that gave values of the right hand side of both equations. The results of these tests are reported in Figure 6 with the upper Fig. 3 . Direct heating creep tests: (a) evolution of the strain rate curves for increasing applied loads obtain at 750 C by the SPS device and with an external optical camera, (b) isobaric isotherm experimental points at 750, 800, 850, 900 C; (c) images of a sample at the beginning and after dwell for the creep test (750 C), (d) temperature profile simulated at the beginning of the dwell. (17) gives the two curves of c and f (Figure 6b and c) .
f ¼ 0:023 Â 1 À r r À 0:67 1:5 
At this point, all the parameters needed to model the compaction of the Ti-6Al-4V powder are determined. The following part of the paper is devoted to the validation of this model.
Model Validation
The results of two verification experiments performed at heating rates of 50 and 100 K min À1 with a constant applied pressure of 25 MPa are reported in Figure 7 . These experiments are independent SPS die compaction tests. The comparison between experimental and calculated results shows a good agreement on almost all the Ti-6Al-4V densification curves whatever the slope of the temperature ramps. However, two small discrepancies were observed. In the low relative density part of the curve, there is a slight cold densification probably due to a plastic deformation of the powder granules not taken into account by the model. The other discrepancy is noticed in the final stage of both cycles. The relative density given by the model tends to reach the maximum value (complete densification) which is not the case for the experimental results. In ceramics, this kind of result can be explained by the high grain growth that occurs during the final stage. [34] The experimental non-attainment of the highest densification can also be explained by the great difference of the initial particle sizes that can produce large pores difficult to remove. In the present case, the Ti-6Al-4V sample presents a large distribution of the porosity size at the end of the sintering (see Figure 8a ). The porosity is ranging from very large pore of 140 mm to small pores of 5 mm (see histogram Figure 8b ). Another interesting point is the presence of thin and elongated pores near the large grains and oriented along the compaction direction. The removal of this porosity is more difficult because the thickness of this porosity is not oriented along the applied pressure direction. The shape of the porosity and its size distribution [35] seem to explain the sintering rate slowdown at the end of the sintering.
Conclusion
In this work we detailed a complete experimental methodology for the validation of the Norton-Green powder compaction model. One of its main advantages is that all the parameters of the creep constitutive law of the material can be easily determined using tests performed in an SPS machine and that it is not necessary to use instrumented HIP trials that Fig. 4 . Indirect heating creep tests: (a) picture of the heating at the beginning of the dwell, (b) linear regression with the isobaric isotherm experimental points at 750, 825, 900 C, (c) the stress exponent n found in our study compared with those of the literature. are generally long and difficult. This method requires compressive creep tests on both dense and porous samples and SPS die compaction tests.
For creep parameter determination, two configurations for sample heating were used. The direct heating configurations via the dc-pulsed current passing through the sample and then was rapidly abandoned. To solve this problem, another configuration by indirect heating of the sample was employed. Then, the temperature gradient was no longer observed in the sample and both dense and porous creep tests give satisfactory results. First, creep law (A 0 , Q, and n) parameters for the dense sample were determined. Combining creep with SPS die compaction tests, it was possible to determine the c and f functions, in relation with the variations of the porous material during the densification. Finally, two verification tests to simulate the densification of a Ti-6Al-4V powder, using the creep parameters thus determined, showed really good agreement between the experimental and simulated variation of the relative density with temperature thus validating the overall methodology developed. 
